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A Polynomial Jump Operator 
MIKE TOWNSEND 
Department ofComputer Science, Columbia University, New York, New York 10027 
For recursive sets A, define a complexity theoretic version of the ordinary recur- 
sion theoretic jump by setting A' equal to the canonical NPA-complete set. Thus 
A < Pr A' iff pA ¢ NpA. The nth jump, A("), is defined by iteration. A jumps n times if 
A < Pr A' < ~... < ~ A ("). It is straightforward that the jump operation is monotone. 
Post's theorem holds for the (relativized) polynomial hierarchy. We establish the 
following analogues of results in ordinary recursion theory: all relationships 
between pairs of polynomial Turing degrees and their jumps consistent with 
monotonicity can be realized by degrees which jump at least twice. For example, 
there are polynomially incomparable A and B with A' ~ Pr B'. Moreover, if for each 
recursive D the set of E such that D join E jumps at least n times is effectively corn- 
eager, then these relationships can be realized by degrees jumping at least n times. 
We also relativize some well-known results by showing that if A' is polynomially 
many-one reducible to the join of A and a (co-)sparse set, then pA= NpA; and if A' 
is polynomially Turing reducible to the join of A and an NPA-(co-)sparse set, then 
the relativized polynomial hierarchy collapses to A~ ,A. © 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
One (sometimes criticized) line of research concentrates on transferring, 
as far as possible, the concepts and techniques of ordinary recursion theory 
to the theory of computational complexity. In this paper, we continue this 
line of research by considering a complexity theoretic version of the 
ordinary recursion theoretic jump operation. We establish analogues of 
several results in ordinary recursion theory, and utilize the jump to 
relativize some well-known results concerning the existence of various types 
of (co-)sparse. Finally, we suggest several open problems. We begin by 
briefly discussing the notation and terminology used in this paper. 
We fix our alphabet Z'= {0, 1}; a denotes the empty string. St(k) 
denotes the kth string in the lexicographic order. Num(x) is its inverse, fx] 
denotes the length of x. A function f is length increasing if for all x in the 
domain off ,  ]f(x)r > Ix]. x-y  denotes the concatenation of x with y. x k 
denotes x concatenated with itself k times. If x = Xo ..... Xm is a sequence of 
strings, then (x )  denotes the encoding of the sequence obtained by 
replacing each occurrence of 0, 1, and "," by 00, 01, and 11 respectively. 
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For any u, if u= (Xo,...,Xm) and O<~k<~m, then (U)k=Xk; otherwise, 
(u)k=a. We will often identify a sequence with its code. For any 
A, Bc_Z*, we define the join of A and B, A•B,  by A OB= 
{x-0: x ~ A } u {x-  1: x E B}. For any A ~ X*, the characteristic function of 
A, KA is defined by KA = 0 if x S A, and KA = 1 otherwise. Unless otherwise 
indicated, our set variables will refer to recursive subsets of Z* although 
much of what we discuss applies to arbitrary subsets. -A  denotes the com- 
plement of A, and Card(A) is the cardinality of A. For any A, B c_ X*, AB 
denotes the set of total functions from A to B. Any subset of {0}* is called 
a tally language. 
Multitape Turing machines (TMs) are described fully in [Hopcroft and 
Ullman, 1979]. Such a machine consists of a finite control, an input tape, a 
finite number of worktapes, and possibly an output tape. Certain states are 
designated as halting states and no moves are possible from halting states. 
An oracle machine (OTM) is a TM augmented with a special oracle tape. 
Computations are performed relative to some fixed oracle set A. An OTM 
operates exactly as a TM except hat from time to time it can, by entering 
a special state, ask the oracle about the membership of a string written on 
the oracle tape. When this happens, the machine is "placed" into a state 
indicating the correct answer. An instantaneous description (ID) of a 
machine is an encoding of the configuration of the machine. A computation 
is a finite sequence, Io ..... Im of ID's such that Io is the initial ID relative to 
some input, and for each 1 ~< k ~< m, Ik encodes an ID obtainable from Ik_ 1 
in one move. Such a computation has m steps. Accepting computations are 
those that end with an ID containing a halting state. A string is accepted 
by a machine if it generates an accepting computation. The language accep- 
ted by a machine is the set of strings accepted by the machine. A machine 
runs in time t if every accepting computation for a string of length n has at 
most t(n) steps. A machine is deterministic f its finite control specifies at 
most one possible move for each ID; otherwise, it is nondeterministic. A 
deterministic machine with an output tape computes a (possibly partial) 
function in the obvious way. Hopcroft and Ullman (1979) gives a coding of 
machines, and we let DTMx, DOTMx, and NOTMx represent the xth 
deterministic, deterministic oracle, and nondeterministic oracle machines. If
M is an oracle machine and A is an oracle, then M A denotes the machine 
obtained by using machine M with oracle A. We denote by POLYx the xth 
polynomial under some "reasonable" encoding. 
pX denotes the class of sets polynomial in X, that is, the collection of 
languages accepted by deterministic OTMs running in polynomial time 
and using oracle X. Note that A ~ pX iff K A is computable by some deter- 
ministic OTM in running polynomial time and using oracle X. NP x 
denotes the class of languages accepted by nondeterministic OTMs running 
in polynomial time and using oracle X. CO-NP x denotes the collection of 
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sets whose complements are in NP x. A ~ LINEXP x if for some constant c, 
A is accepted by a deterministic OTM running in time 2 cn and using oracle 
X. Similarly, we define NLINEXP x. Po is denoted by P. Similarly, we 
define NP, LINEXP, and NLINEXP. 
Polynomial Turing reducibility, <~ P, is the polynomial time analogue of 
ordinary Turing reducibility, ~< r, and is defined by A ~ ~ B iff A ¢ PS. 
Polynomial many-one reducibility, "~m, < p is the polynomial time analogue of 
ordinary many one reducibility, ~< m, and is defined by A ~< me B iff A is 
reduced to B via an f computable in polynomial time. That is, in case for 
all x, x~A i f f f (x )~B.  If f is one to one, then A is polynomially one-one 
reducible to B, A ~< e B. These relations are reflexive and transitive. = ~, 
=m,-e and - i  ~ denote the corresponding equivalence relations. The 
equivalence classes with respect to = ~- are called polynomial Turing 
degrees or simply degrees. We use ~< p for the induced relation on these 
degrees. A is polynomially Turing incomparable to B, A [PB, if A ~ ~ B and 
B ~ ~ A. For any A, pA and NP n are closed under -< P' pA is also closed "-~m, 
under ~< ~. A ~<~xP B means that A is reducible to B via anfcomputable in 
time 2 p(n) for some polynomial p. A ~< LINEXPB (A ~< L~NEXP B) if A is 
reducible to B via an (one-to-one) fcomputable in time 2 cn for some con- 
stant c. A is polynomially equivalent to B, A = p B, if there exists a bijection 
f mapping A to B, and such that both f and f -~  are computable in 
polynomial time. Myhill's theorem [Rogers, 1967] states that two sets 
are one-one equivalent iff they are recursively equivalent. We have the 
following analogue. 
BERMAN-HARTMANIS ISOMORPHISM THEOREM [Berman and Hartmanis, 
1977]. I f  A =-~ B via length increasing functions with polynomial images 
and polynomially computable inverses, then A = ? B. 
If ~< is a reducibility, then a set B is ~<-hard for NP A if all sets in NP a 
are reducible to B. An NP A set which is ~< me-hard for NP A is called NP A- 
complete. 
To any B, we associate TALLY(B) defined by 
KTALLY(B)(X ) = KB(St(m)), if x is of the form 0 m] 
= 1, otherwise. 
Clearly, B ~< LINEXP TALLY(B) ~< ? B. 
The relativizedpoIynomial hierarchy is the complexity theoretic analogue 
of the relativized arithmetical hierarchy [Rogers, 1967] and is defined for 
any set A as follows: y 'P ,A  __  I-7"P,A = AP, A = pA.  --o - -- o Then S~;~ is the class of sets 
definable by polynomially bounded existential quantification (i.e., quan- 
tification of the form 3 [y[ <~p([x[) for some polynomial p) over sets in 
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Hf  ,A. Similarly, we define Hf ;  A as the class of sets definable by 
polynomially bounded universal quantification over relations in E f  ,~. A ~_~ 
is the class of sets ~< ~ reducible to some set in Xf  ,A. In particular, 
X~,A- - NP A. If A = ~b, then we have the ordinary polynomial hierarchy. In 
this case, we will drop the superscript and write A~, etc. For any A and i, 
R~[  iff -Re l iC 'A ;  E~ "A, H~ 'A, and APi 'A are  closed under "~m,'<'P" AiP'A is 
closed under ~< ~; 2J~;A1 is closed under polynomially bounded existential 
quantification; R ~ X~$~ iff R is NP in some S ~ XP'A'i , E ~ 'A w Hie -~+1 ~ A P, A _ 
~P,A  ~ F [P ,A .  ~iP]IA1 = H+e$~ iff Z',.e2_~ = Z:~;_A2 iff X~; A = H(+ A Baker and i+1 '  ' " * i+1,  
Selman (1979) constructs an oracle that extends the hierarchy to the third 
level. That is, for which 22~,A ~ _rf, A~ _r~',A ~ £Tf.A. Recently, Yao 
announced the construction of an oracle relative to which all levels of the 
polynomial hierarchy are distinct [Yao, 1985]. 
A is p-sparse if for all n, Card({x: x ~ A and I xl ~< n })~< p(n). A is sparse 
if A is p-sparse for some polynomial p. A is co-sparse if -A  is sparse. The 
census function, c, of A is defined by c(n)= Card({x: x e A and I xt ~< n }). 
We next describe an effective version of the Baire Category Theorem 
(Oxtoby, 1971). In this paper, the notion of category is used to establish 
the existence of (the characteristic functions of) recursive sets having 
specified properties. The category-theoretic arguments are merely 
restatements of standard stage construction arguments; nonetheless, they 
provide a systematic approach when the set must satisfy several different 
conditions. 
If the discrete topology is assigned to Z'*, then the Baire topology on 
x*~ r* is the product topology l-Munkres, 1975]. A basic open set is 
denoted by [ ( s ) ] ,  where s is a finite sequence of elements of E*. [ ( s ) ]  
consists exactly of those functions which extend s, where s is viewed as a 
finite initial function from X* to X*. We are concerned with the subspace 
of (the characteristic functions of) recursive sets. This subspace inherits a 
topology whose basic open sets we will also denote by [ ( s ) ] .  Following 
[Mehlhorn, 1973], a subset N of the recursive sets is effectively nowhere 
dense if it is effectively dense in no interval; that is, given s one can effec- 
tively obtain a sequence t extending s such that [ ( t ) ]  c~N=~b. A collec- 
tion F of recursive sets is called meager orfirst category if there is a decom- 
position F= (){Nx: x~X*},  such that given any s and x one can effectively 
obtain a sequence t extending s such that [ ( t ) ]  c~N~= ~b. Thus nowhere 
dense sets are effectively full of holes, and meager sets can be 
"approximated" by such sets. Nowhere dense sets are meager. A set is corn- 
eager if its complement is meager. The meager sets are closed under finite 
unions and subsets; dually, the comeager sets are closed under finite inter- 
sections and supersets. No basic open set is meager (Effective Baire 
Category Theorem), from which it follows that the intersection of a finite 
number of comeager sets is nonempty. If t is a recursive function, then the 
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collection of recursive sets whose characteristic functions are computable in
time t is meager. 
Suppose that we wish to establish the existence of some set satisfying 
three conditions. If the collection of sets satisfying each condition is corn- 
eager, then by the preceding remarks the collection of sets satisfying all 
three conditions is comeager and hence nonempty. Intuitively, we can say 
more. Nowhere dense sets are "very small" in the sense that they are full of 
holes. Meager sets are "small" in the sense that they can be approximated 
by such sets, and the properties atisfied by meager sets are consistent with 
this intuition. Thus comeager sets can be characterized as "large," and to 
say that the collection of sets satisfying some property is comeager is to say 
that "most" sets have the property. 
One polynomial version of Post's problem asks if (assuming P ¢ NP) 
any two sets in NP-P must be of the same polynomial Turing degree. Lad- 
ner (1975) provides the answer. Because the method of proof is important 
to the sequel, we sketch it below. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 (Theorems 1 and 2 of Ladner, 1975). (a) I f  B is 
recursive and not in P, then there exists a subset A of B such that A <~ p B, A m 
is not in P, and B ~ ~ A; 
(b) if B is recursive and not in P, then there exist C and D, subsets of 
B, such that C -< ? B, D -< e B, B ~ ~ C, B ~ P D, and C[~D. "~ m .,o. m 
Proof (Sketch). Note that the proof does use the assumption that B is 
recursive. (a) If f is polynomial time computable and we set A = {x: xEB 
and ]f(x)l is even}, then A_  = B and A "~m < e B. We construct (a procedure 
computing) an f that  will ensure that A is not in P and B ~ ~A. To do this 
we must satisfy the following list of conditions for all i: 
(2i) KA does not equal the function computed by running DTM(s,(i)~0 
for time POLY(st(/))I; 
(2 i+I )KB does not equal the function obtained by running 
DOTM~st~i))0 for time POLY~st(i))I. 
f will output 1 k when it is trying to satisfy the kth condition, f processes 
inputs in the lexicographic order. To satisfy condition (2i), after some point 
f begins to output 12i and hence A begins to look like B. Since B is not in 
P, there is some witness verifying condition (2i). f finds this witness and 
proceeds to the next condition by outputting 12i+ 1. To satisfy condition 
(2i+ 1),fcontinues to print 12i+1 making A look like the empty set. Since 
B is not in P, there is a witness verifying condition (2i + 1). f f inds this wit- 
ness and proceeds to the next condition, etc. 
More specifically, f (~)=a.  If x#O" ,  then f(x)=f(OIZl). On input O n 
(n >~ 1), f reconstructs as much of the sequence f(a), f(O) .... as possible in n 
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steps. I f f (O  m) is the last string computed and If(Om)l =2i, then for n 
moves f tries to find a witness verifying condition (2i). It does this by suc- 
cessively simulatingf(to see what A is), using a procedure for B, and runn- 
ing DTM(st(i))o for time POLY(st(i) h on inputs a, O,.... If no witness is 
found, f outputs 12i; otherwise, f outputs 12i+ 1. The case where I f (O m)l is 
odd is similar. 
(b) We construct an f computable in polynomial time and set C= 
{x:xeB and If(x)l is even} and D= {x:x~B and [f(x)l is odd}. The 
-o o • construction will ensure that C lr , f is trying to satisfy the following con- 
ditions for all i: 
(4i) K c is not computed by DOTM~st~i))o running in time POLY~st~i))I ; 
(4 i+I)KB is not computed by DOTM~st~m0 running in time 
POLY(s t ( i )h  ; 
(4i+2)KD is not computed by DOTM~st~))0 running in time 
POLY(s t ( i )h  ; 
(4i+3)KB is not computed by DOTM~st(m0 running in time 
POLY(st( i ) ) I  • 
As before, f processes inputs in the lexicographic order. To satisfy con- 
dition (4i),fextends C to look like B and D to look like ~. The other cases 
are similar. Q.E.D. 
2. THE POLYNOMIAL JUMP OPERATOR 
In ordinary recursion theory, the jump of A, A °j, is defined to be the 
halting problem relativized to A. Other recursively equivalent charac- 
terizations are obtained from versions of its main diagonal. Similarly, the 
following definition is based on the bounded halting problem. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For any set A, 
(a) HALTA = {(x, y, On):NOTM~ accepts y in at most n steps}; 
(b) DIAGoA = {(x, On):NOTM~ accepts x in at most n steps}; 
(c) DIAG{ = {(x, x, O") :NOTM~ accepts x in at most n steps}. 
We note that minor variants of these definitions are well known and 
have been considered in other contexts (e.g., Baker, Gill, and Solovay, 
1975; Hartmanis, 1978). 
LEMMA 2.2. For any set A, 
(a) DIAG~-P DIAGA; 
(b) DIAG A-p  HALT A. 
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Proof Straightforward application of the Berman-Hartmanis 
isomorphism theorem. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to define a complexity theoretic analogue of the recur- 
sion theoretic jump. 
DEFINITION 2.3. For any A, DIAGo a is called the jump of A and is 
denoted by A'. 
The jump operator is also known as the K-operator (see Heller, 1982; 
Sch6ning, 1983). 
The alternative characterizations provided by Lemma2.2 are often 
useful. Some basic facts concerning the jump are contained in the next 
result (see also Sch6ning, 1983; Baker, Gill, and Solovay, 1975). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For any sets A and B, 
(a) A' is NP in A; 
(b) A is NP in B iff A <~P,~B," 
(c) A -<eA' and(A <~-A' i f fPA~NP~); "~rn 
(d) A <~B implies A' .~,~B,-<e ,. 
(e) if A -~ B, then A' =m-e B' (and hence A' =~-B'). 
Before giving the proof, we make several comments. (a) and (b) illustrate 
the guiding principle that of the sets NP in a given set A, A' is under -< e --v. m 
the most complex. This is simply another way of stating that A' is NP A- 
complete. (c) is the motivation for the use of the term "polynomial" jump. 
(d) implies that the jump operation is monotone with respect o "~.m '( P and 
~< P. (e) says that the jump operation is well defined on degrees. The 
many-one reducibilities in parts (b), (c), (d), and (e) are actually one-one 
reducibilities. 
Proof (of Proposition2.4). (a) (x, O")eA '  iff S lul <<.f(lxl, n) (u is 
an accepting computation of NOTM~ a on input x with at most n steps), 
where f is a polynomial such that for any computation u on input x of n or 
fewer steps lul <~ f(lxl, n). 
(b) (~)  By (a), B' is NP in B. Since NP a is closed under "~m, -< e A is 
NP in B. (=¢-) Suppose A is accepted by NOTM~ running in polynomial 
time g. If we def inefbyf(z)= (x, z, og(Izl)), then A ~< f HALT B v ia f  By 
Lemma 2.2, A ~< f B'. 
(c) A is NP in A, so A ~<~°A' by (b). Now assume that pA =NpA. 
Then by (a), A'e pA and hence A' =~ A. Conversely, if A' <~ A, then for 
any CeNP a, we have C _<v A' by (b). Therefore C ~<~A. We conclude 
NpA ~ pA, and hence P'~ = NP ~. 
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(d) IrA ~<f-B, then A' is NP in B. Therefore A' ~fB '  by (b). 
(e) Immediate from (d). Q.E.D. 
In ordinary recursion theory, A < T A°L Hence the term "jump." Here we 
have only that A < ~ A' iff pA is a proper subset of NP A. While this is not 
always true (Baker, Gill, and Solovay, 1975), it is true comeagerly often 
(Mehlhorn, 1973). 
In ordinary recursion theory, A °i <~ ,, B °j implies that A ~< r B. The proof 
relies on the fact that A is recursive in B iff A is both semi-recursive and co- 
semi-recursive in B. In Baker, Gill, and Solovay (1975) an oracle B is con- 
structed with PBCNPBc~CO-NP ~. However, we do have the following 
partial converse to Proposition 2.4(d). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For any A and B, if PB=NPB c~CO-NPS, then 
A' "~ m <~ B' implies A <~ f. B. 
Proof A <~ f. A and - A <~ f- A. Thus A and - A are NP in A. Therefore 
A ~eA '  and -A  ~<fA' by Proposition 2.4(b). So if A' ~B ' ,  then 
A "~m~PBt and -A  ~<~B'. Hence A and -A  are NP in B by 
Proposition 2.4(b). We conclude from the hypothesis that A ~< ~ B. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.6. For any A and B, if pB= NpB n CO_NP~ and pA= 
NP A n CO-NP A, then A' =m-e B' implies A =~ B. 
Proof Immediate from the preceding proposition. Q.E.D. 
We have already noted that Proposition 2.4(e) implies that the jump 
operation is well defined on degrees. 
DEFINITION 2.7. If e is any polynomial Turing degree then ~' is the the 
polynomial Turing degree of the jump of any set A ~ ~. 
COROLLARY 2.8. For any polynomial Turing degrees ~ and fl, ~ <~ ~ fl 
p t implies ~' <~ r fl • 
Proof Immediate from Proposition 2.4. Q.E.D. 
In Section 5, we show that the converse fails. Of particular interest are 
iterations of the jump. 
DEFINITION 2.9. For any A, 
(a) A(°) =A; 
(b) A("+I)=(A~")) '. 
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A In) is called the nth jump of A. We sometimes write A" for A (2), etc. We 
say that A jumps n times if A < f A' < I"'" < ~ A(n), that is, just in case the 
jump operation raises the degree of A n times with respect o ~< ~. The 
jump of a polynomial Turing degree is defined in the obvious way. 
One use of the jump is in relativizing results whose proofs in the 
unrelativized case rely on "natural" problems. Consider, for example, the 
main result of Fortune (1979) which states that no co-sparse set can be 
~< e-hard for NP unless P = NP. The proof relies on properties of the 
satisfaction problem. One possible relativization is given in the next result. 
PROPOSmON 2.10. For any A and B, if B is co-sparse and A' ~<e A OB, "~m 
then pA = NpA. 
Proof Fortune (1979) shows that if SAT _<e B, where B is co-sparse, 
then P = NP. The idea there is to decide the satisfiability of a formula F by 
searching the "truth tree" for F. F is the root of the tree, and if G is a node 
containing variables, then its two children are obtained by setting the first 
variable appearing in G equal to TRUE, respectively FALSE, and sim- 
plifying. Leaves are just TRUE or FALSE. A complete search of the tree 
would take exponential time. However, by using the reduction of SAT to 
B, the search can be pruned to polynomial size and the satisfiability of F 
decided in polynomial time. 
We modify the proof using A' instead of SAT and show that if 
A'-<PA~B,..~,, then A'~f .A  and hence pA = NP A. Let -HALTA..~m~P 
-A  @ -B  via h. Let (x, O n) be a string whose membership in A' is to be 
decided. Let Io be the initial ID of NOTM~ on input x. Consider the com- 
putation history tree for (x, O ' )  defined as follows: 
(a) the root is Io; 
(b) if Io '" Ik_ l  with k<~n is a node, then its children are 
Io"" Ik_ 11kx,..., Io"" Ik_ 11kr, where Ikt,..., Ik, are the ID's obtainable from 
Ik 1 in one move. 
The nodes of this tree are computations of NOTM~ A on input x. A com- 
plete search of the tree would take exponential time; however, by using the 
reduction of A' to A @ B, the search can be pruned to polynomial size. 
Note that { (s, Ore): for some t and w, t is an accepting computation of 
NOTMAw on input w that extends and has at most m steps} is NP in A. 
Let this set be accepted by NOTMJ in time g. For any w and m, call 
h(y, (w, 0" ) ,  0 g<l<''°~l~) the label of (w, Ore). 
The following algorithm will decide if (x, O" )sA ' :  
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CREATE the root node I0; 
* IF the label of (Io, O n) corresponds to a member of -A  
THEN mark it no; 
WHILE the root node is not marked no DO 
BEGIN 
PICK the lowest node s in the tree not marked no; 
* CREATE the children of s; 
IF some node is an accepting computation 
THEN mark it yes and STOP; 
WHILE there is an unmarked node s satisfying either 
(a) all children are marked no, or 
(b) there is a node s' marked no and the label of 
(s, O n) equals the label of (s', On), or 
(c) some ancestor of s is marked no, or 
* (d) the label of (s, O")  corresponds to an element of -A ,  or 
(e) s is a nonaccepting computation with n steps 
DO mark s no 
END; 
OUTPUT no; 
STOP. 
Note that the steps marked with an * require an oracle for A. The 
algorithm conducts a depth first search of the computation history tree. As 
each node is encountered, a label is computed. Labels are used to prune the 
search. The search ends when either an accepting computation has been 
found (if we do not care about producing an accepting computation, then 
the algorithm can also stop with answer yes if a label is found to corres- 
pond to a member of A), or Io has been marked no. The correctness of the 
algorithm follows from the assertion th~at a node is marked no iff there is no 
accepting extending computation having at most n steps. This in turn 
follows from examining the cases in which a node is marked no. The 
polynomial running time of the algorithm (using an oracle for A) follows 
from the assertion that after at most n iterations of the outer loop, the 
algorithm has either found an accepting computation, or a new label 
corresponding to a member of -B  has been found. This assertion is 
established by induction; the details are similar to those of Fortune (1979). 
Q.E.D. 
The degree of ~b is by definition the degree of all polynomial sets. It is a 
minimum in the degree ordering. Similarly, the degree of A is the degree of 
any set in pA The degree of ~b' is the degree of the halting problem. A 
procedure is polynomial in ~b' if it is polynomial except for requiring the 
solution to a polynomial number of polynomially bounded instances of the 
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bounded halting problem. Similarly for the degree of A'. Consider for 
example the following lemma whose proof is important to the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.11. For any tally language B, B' <~ . B • (k'. 
Proof To decide if (x, O n) eB', determine (by using an oracle for B) 
the members of B of length at most n. Construct a table for this infor- 
mation. Ask ~b' about (y, x, 0 p) where y codes a machine simulating the 
machine coded by x except hat the machine coded by y uses the table 
instead of an oracle, p is adjusted to reflect this simulation. The procedure 
is polynomial in B except for the one question put to ~b'. Q.E.D. 
Table construction techniques for sparse sets are also used in (Balcfizar, 
Book, and Sch6ning, 1984). Similarly, we have 
LEMMA 2.12. For any tally language B and any C, (BO C)' <~.BO C'. 
We can improve the last two results in certain instances. We postpone 
the details to Section 5. 
COROLLARY 2.13. I f  NLINEXP C LINEXP, then NP-P contains a set A 
with A' =- ~ 0'. 
Proof Let B eNLINEXP-LINEXP and set A = TALLY(B). We have 
A eNP-P, so in particular A-<P ~b'. By Lemma 2.11, A' ~<eAO~b' so that "~-m
A' ~< f-~b'. By monotonicity, v, "~' ..~ r,.-~P a'. We conclude that A' =f-~b'. (IfA < ~. ~b', 
then the degree of A corresponds to what is known in ordinary recursion 
theory as a "low" degree. We will comment further on this in Section 5.) 
Q.E.D. 
3. A COMPLEXITY THEORETIC VERSION OF POST'S THEOREM 
There are two general approaches to the problem of classification. The 
first is an absolute approach in which some fixed scale or hierarchy is used 
to determine the classification, and the second is a relative approach in 
which objects are classified relative to one another. In ordinary recursion 
theory, Post's theorem connects these two approaches by relating the 
quantifier definition of the arithmetical hierarchy to the Turing and 
many-one reducibilities (Rogers, 1967). The following two analogous 
results relate the corresponding time bounded reducibilities to the 
relativized polynomial hierarchy (see also Heller, 1982; Sch6ning, 1983). 
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THEOREM 3.1. 
(a) 
(b) 
(e) 
Proof 
For any A and B, and all n >1 O, 
(n) P A .  A ~, , "  , 
B~ZP, "A iff B<~m A(') (n>~ 1); 
e,A iff B<~.A(,). BEA,+I  
(a) We proceed by induction on n. A (° )=A~pA=y.~ ,A by 
definition. Suppose the result is true for n. Then A (n+l)  is NP in A (') and 
hence A(n+D ~:~V'n+ 1.P ,A 
(b) (~)  is immediate from (a) and the closure ofZe, A under ..~,,.-<e We 
prove (=~) by induction on n. The case n = 1 follow from Proposition 2.4. 
P,A P,A Suppose the result holds for n and let B ~ Z,+l.  B is NP in some C~ Z', . 
By the induction hypothesis, e (,) C<~mA so B is NP in A ('). Hence 
B<~PA ('+~) by Proposition2.4. Notice that we could have used ~<f in 
place of ~< P m" 
P,A P,A (c) If B<~A ('), then BeA,+ 1 by (a). Conversely, if BeA,+ 1, then 
P,A P P • B<.TC~TA,  B<<.~C for some CeZ'~ . If n=0,  then otherwise, by (b), 
C-< P A (~) and hence B <~ f A (~). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Proof 
For any A and all n >~ O, 
A (') is <.era-complete for Z~ 'A (n>~ 1); 
A (~) is <~-completefor A,+I,P,A. 
p,A P,A +1)-CA(') (n>~ 1); Z,+I=Z,  iff A(" =m 
P,A P,A A,+2=A,+ 1 iff A ( '+ l ) -~A ('). 
Immediate. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.3. For any A, 
p p (n) (a) I fA<~-A '<~. . .  <~.A ("), thenA<Pm A <m''" <m A ; 
, e e A(,+ A' "" ~.A ("). (b) I f  A <Pm A <m''" <m 1), then A <~. <~." < 
Proof The proof of (a) is trivial. For (b), if n = 0, then there is nothing 
to show. Otherwise, if A jumps n+ 1 times with respect to ~< p then m, 
S~,  A 4: S f ,  A 4: . . .  4: ~,A e,A ~,A 27, + 1 by Corollary 3.2. Since A, + 1 = A, implies that 
=/ / ,  , we must have Ai ",A 4: .-- 4: A,+I and hence A jumps n times 
with respect o ~< ~ by Corollary 3.2. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.4 (see also, Sch6ning, 1983). Part (a) of Corollary 3.3 is 
the best possible in the sense that there exists an oracle A with A < P A' but 
A'  =P  A"  - - rnA~ . 
Proof. In (Baker, Gill, and Solovay, 1975, Theorem 7), an oracle A is 
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constructed such that pA ¢z Np A = CO_NP A. We conclude from 
' - ?  A". Q.E.D. Proposition 2.4 and Corollary 3.2 that A <~ A' and A =m 
TO show that part (b) of Corollary 3.3 is the best possible, we will con- 
struct an oracle B such that B <me B' but B -~ B'. 
I p  /. LEMMA 3.5. (a) There exists an oracle B with --B ¢£P B and B=rB,  
(b) if B is an oracle such that -B  ~£ mP B, then B <me B'. 
Proof (a) Let C be an oracle such that pC= Npc. Using the techni- 
ques of (Ladner, Lynch, and Selman, 1975, Theorem 3.3), we construct a
set D with -D  ~EmX~'D®C, and hence - (DOC)  ~E~XPD~DC. This is 
done by diagonalizing over all potential exponential time bounded reduc- 
tions. To eliminate a possible reduction DTMx running in time f choose an 
as yet undecided string w. Run DTMx for time f Should DTMx halt with 
output y, then do the following: 
1. i f y=a,  then put w in -D ;  
2. i f y=u 1, then put w in D iff u is in C; 
3. i f y=u 0, then put w and u in  --D iffu has not been decided; 
otherwise, put w in D iff u is in D. 
We will take B=TALLY(D)OC. Now, TALLY(D)OC-<P "~m 
_ ~ EXP D~r~<'EXPTALLY(D)®C so, (TALLY(D)OC)<~?m-(DOC)-.~ m 
- (TALLY(D) ® C). Hence - (TALLY(D) ® C) ~ ?m TALLY(D) ® C, 
- -<? TALLY(D) 0 C-<? otherwise - (D @ C) -<EXP (TALLY(D) (~) C)  "~-m "~-m "~m 
D @ C gives a contradiction. 
(TALLY(D)(~ C)' ~<f.TALLY(D)O C' by Lemma 2.12. By assumption 
pc=Npc ,  so C=~C '. Hence (TALLY(D)GC)' ~<f.TALLY(D)O C and 
we conclude that (TALLY(D) • C)' -5  TALLY(D) • C. 
(b) Since -B<<.f.B, --B<<.?m B' by Proposition 2.4. Q.E.D. 
We have already noted that the collection of A jumping at least once is 
comeager, in fact (Baker and Selman, 1979, Lemma 3.4) gives 
PROPOSITION 3.6. (a) {A: Z~ ,A ~ Z~ ,A 4z Z(, A 4z Z~, A } is comeager; 
(b) {A: A jumps at least twice} is comeager. 
Proof (a) follows immediately from (Baker and Selman, 1979, 
Lemma 3.4). Then (b) follows from Corollary 3.2. Q.E.D. 
In light of Proposition 3.6, we conjecture that the set of A jumping n 
times with respect o ~< m ? or ~< ~- is comeager for any n. We further conjec- 
ture that the collection of A jumping ¢o times is comeager. 
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4. MORE ON THE JUMP OPERATION 
In ordinary recursion theory the jump operation is monotone but not 
one to one. In fact, all relationships between pairs of Turing degrees and 
their jumps consistent with monotonicity can be realized. We establish an 
analogous result for the polynomial jump by showing that all relationships 
between polynomial Turing degrees and their jumps consistent with 
monotonicity can be realized by degrees jumping at least twice. Moreover, 
if for each D there are comeagerly many sets E with D • E jumping at least 
n times (n/> 1 ), then these relationships can be realized by degrees jumping 
at least n times. The proofs show that n can be replaced by o~. For some 
related results, see Corollary 3.7 of Sch6ning (1983). 
We visualize these results by using the following chart in which "yes" or 
"no" indicates the existence or nonexistence ofdegrees meeting the specified 
requirements. 
A'---~-B' A'<f.~' A'I~B' 
A=-~B (i) yes (ii) no (iii) no 
A<~B (iv) yes (v) yes (vi) no 
A[erB (vii) yes (viii) yes (ix) yes 
For easy reference, we will use the numbers provided. We begin by con- 
sidering those relationships which either follow from or are excluded by 
monotonicity. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For any A and B, 
(a) Part (ii), (iii), and (vi) never hold; 
(b) Part (i) always holds. 
Proof Monotonicity. Q.E.D. 
We will need the following lemma which is an improvement of a result 
announced in (Dekhytar, 1976, Theorem 1). 
LEMMA 4.2. {D: NLINEXP D = L INEXP D } is meager. 
Proof Define L(D)-=- {x: 3 lYl =21xl (yeD)}. Clearly L(D)~ 
NLINEXP e. Using standard techniques, we show that F= {D: L(D)e  
LINEXP D } is meager. This suffices since {D: NLINEXP° = LINEXP D } is 
a subset of F and any subset of a meager set is meager. 
643/68/1-3-11 
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Let Ny= {D: DOTM~) 0 running in time 2 Num(y~)" computes KL~D)}. 
Then F = U {Ny: y ~ Z* }. Given DOTMx, running in time f = 2 c", and 
sequence s = So,..., sk_ 1, we construct a sequence t extending s such that 
D ~ [ ( t ) ]  implies that DOTM~ running in t imefdoes not compute KL~D). 
Let n be so large that n > 2 k and 22" >f(n) .  Run DOTM~ on input O" 
for f (n)  many steps. If O" is not accepted then extend s to include the first 
string of length 2" not queried, but no other new string of length less than 
or equal to 22". Otherwise, extend s to include no new string of length less 
than or equal to 22" . Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.3. (a) {D: NpD-p D contains a sparse set} & comeager; 
(b) {D: NpD-p ° contains a co-sparse set} is comeager. 
Proof. If B ~ NLINEXpD-LINEXP D, then TALLY(B) ~ NPD-P D. For 
(b) change the "1" in the otherwise clause of the definition of TALLY(B) to 
a "0." Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4. 
(a)[(iv)] 
(b)[(vii)] 
I f  {A: A jumps at least n times} is comeager, then 
there exist A and B both jumping at least n times with 
A <~ B and A,=P I~,. 
there exist C and D both jumping at least n times with 
C]~D and C'=~ D '. 
Proof (a) By the hypothesis and Lemma 4.2, obtain a set E jumping 
at least n times with NL INEXPeCL INEXP e. Let FeNL INEXP e- 
LINEXP e. Recall that TALLY(F) is in NPE-P e. Using the techniques of 
(Ladner, 1975) as outlined in Proposition 1.1(a), construct Bo with 
Bo ~ TALLY(F); 
B o ~<m e TALLY(F); 
E <~ BoG E <eT E'. 
To ensure that Bo • E <P E', extend Bo to look like ~b. To ensure that 
E<~-Bo • E, extend Bo to look like TALLY(F). 
12~ (Sf~ IgTt -~P  r t We have that E'<~(BoGE)'<~.~,ow,- ,  "-~r~. The first inequality 
follows from monotonicity and the second from Lemma 2.12. Take A =E 
A =r  Clearly A and B jump as many times as E and B = Bo @ E, then , _e  B'. 
does. 
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(b) Obtain E and F as above. Using the techniques of [Ladner, 
1975] as outlined in Proposition 1.1(b), construct Co and Do such that 
Co ~ TALLY(F) and Do ~ TALLY(F); 
CO "~m ~'~PTALLY(F) and Do <~ TALLY(F); 
E <~ CoO E <P E'; 
E<~Do®E<PE'; 
CoO EI~DoO E. 
To ensure that E < P Co ® E and Co ® E ~ ~- Do • E, extend Co to look 
like TALLY(F) and D o to look like ~b. To ensure that CoGE<~E', extend 
Co to look like ~b; similarly for Do. 
We have that 
E' <~. (CoOE)' <~ CoOE' <~P E', 
and 
P ! E' <~Pv (DoO E)' <~ DoO E' <~r E. 
Take C = C O G E and D = Do ® E, then we conclude that C ' -P  D' and 
both C and D jump at least n times. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.5. (iv) and (vii) hoM for degrees jumping at least twice. 
Proof Immediate from Corollary 3.5. Q.E.D. 
For (v), (vii), (viii), and (ix) we need the following technical lemma and 
its corollary. 
LEMMA 4.6. For any B, C, m, and n, 
(a) if B and C differ by a finite number of elements, then B ~m) =-~ C~m); 
(b) {E :E<~B} is meager; 
(C) if C ~ P ~(m)(~ B(n), then {E: CO B(n) <~P E(m)O B(~)} is meager. 
Proof (a) B -~ C, hence B (m) -P  C (') by Proposition 2.4. 
(b) If E ~<~ B, then KE is computable in some time t depending only 
on the time necessary to compute K B. The class of sets whose characteristic 
functions are computable in some fixed time t is meager. 
(c) Given x, polynomial f, and S=So ' "s~_ l ,  extend s to 
t = s -  tk''" tt by adding no new elements until a z is found witnessing the 
fact that DOTMx running in t imefand using oracle t G B (") does not com- 
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pute Kc, and all oracle questions concern strings w with St(w) ~</. Such an 
extension exists by the hypothesis and (a). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.7. For any B and C, 
(a) {E:E ~q~'} is comeager; 
(b) if C is not in P, then {E: Eta.C} is comeager; 
(c) / fC  4~ p ' I~C} is comeager; v(~, then {E: E' 
(d) if C ~eB,  then {E: CGBI~EGB } is comeager. 
Proof (a) follows from (b) of the lemma. For (b), {E:E<~erC} is 
meager by part (b) of the lemma; and, {E: C<<.~E} is meager by taking 
m = n = 0 and B = ~b in (c) of the lemma. For (c), note that {E: E' ~<~ C} ___ 
{E: E~<~ C}, so is meager by (b) of the lemma; and, {E: C<~E'} is meager 
by taking m= 1, n=0, and B=~b in (c) of the lemma. For (d), 
{E: EGB<,.~C@B} is meager by (b) of the lemma; and, {E: C@B<.~. 
EG B} is meager by taking m = n = 0 in (c) of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.8. If for every A, {B: BOA jumps at least n times} is com- 
eager, then 
(a)([v]) there exist A and B each jumping at least n times such that 
A <~.B and A' <~B'; 
(b)([viii]) there exist C and D each jumping at least n times such that 
CI~.D and C' <eT D'. 
Proof (a) By Corollary 4.7, obtain E such that E ~ ~ ~b'. Note that E 
is not in P. By the hypothesis and Corollary 4.7 obtain A such that A 
jumps at least n times; A I~.E; A'I~.E; A G E jumps at least n times. 
We take A and B=AGE.  Then A <PAGE,  otherwise E~<~A. We 
must have A' < ~- (A G E)', otherwise E ~< ~ A G E ~< er (A G E)' ~< ~ A'. 
(b) By the hypothesis and Lemma 4.2, obtain an E jumping at least n 
times such that NLINEXPE¢ LINEXP E. As in Theorem 4.4, construct a 
tally language C o with E < ~ Co G E < ~- E'. Note that C o ~ ~ E. By the 
hypothesis and Corollary 4.7, obtain a Do such that Do I p ' rE, DoGE]~ 
CoGE, and DoGE jumps at least n times. Then take C= CoGE and D = 
DOGE. C'=erE ' by Lemma2.12. E'<~D', since otherwise Do~<~ 
OoG E <...~- (DOGE)' <~.E'. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.9. There exist A, B, C, and D satisfying Theorem 4.8, 
each jumping at least twice. 
Proof A straightforward modification of a result in (Baker and Selman, 
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1979, Lemma 3.4) shows that for every A, {B: BGA jumps at least twice} 
is comeager. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.10 [-(ix)]. I f  for each A, {A: A jumps at least n times} is 
comeager, then there exist A and B jumping at least n times such that A I~B 
and A'I ~B'. 
Proof By the hypothesis and Corollary 4.7, obtain A jumping at least n 
times such that A ~ ~b'. Note that A' < ~ ~b' and A is not in P. By the 
hypothesis and Corollary 4.7, obtain B jumping at least n times such that 
B I~A and B'[~.A'. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.11. There exist A and B satisfying (ix) and each jumping 
at least twice. 
Proof Immediate from Proposition 3.5. Q.E.D. 
5. RELATIVISTIC RESULTS 
The most important unresolved questions about the (relativized) 
polynomial hierarchy concern its extent. For this reason, considerable 
attention has been focused on the existence of certain types of sparse sets. 
Fortune (1979) shows that the existence of a co-sparse ? ,:hard set for NP 
implies that P = NP, and hence that the hierarchy collapses to P. Mahaney 
(1980) shows that the existence of a sparse ~< m?-hard set for NP implies that 
P=NP.  Long (1982) shows that the existence of a ~<~-complete 
(co-)sparse set implies that the polynomial hierarchy collapses at least to 
A;. Such results have two components. First, there is a condition that 
causes the polynomial hierarchy to collapse. Second, there is an aspect of 
sharpness describing the extent of the collapse. 
Balchzar, Book, and Sch6ning (1984) discusses other types of sparse sets 
whose existence forces the polynomial hierarchy to collapse. As noted 
before, the proofs use table construction arguments. Their results imply 
that the existence of the sparse sets described above cause the polynomial 
hierarchy to collapse, but they lack the sharpness of the Fortune, Long, 
and Mahaney results. 
In this section, we present relativizations of the Mahaney and Long 
results. One possible relativization of Mahaney's result is given by the next 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any A and B, if A' "~m  P A 0 B and B is sparse, then 
pA = NpA. 
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Proof (Sketch). The proof is a modification of the proof in Mahaney 
(1980), similar in spirit to the modification of the proof of the result in 
(Fortune, 1979, Proposition 2.10). Therefore, we only sketch the argument. 
What we actually show is that 
(a) if B~NP A is sparse and ' P pA A ~<m A O B, then = NPA; 
(b) if B is sparse and A' <~Pm A ® B, then A' <~ A ® C for some sparse 
C ~ NP A. 
(1) If we have a reduction of -HALT  A to the join of -A  and a 
sparse set, then Proposition2.10 provides a polynomial time algorithm 
deciding whether (x ,O" )eA ' .  Note that if we have a reduction of 
-HALT  A to the join of A, -A ,  and a co-sparse set, then we can modify 
the algorithm and obtain the same result. We have, however, a reduction of 
-HALT  A to the join of -A  and a co-sparse set. Using this reduction, we 
construct polynomially many polynomial time computable functions, one 
of which, f, provides a "reduction" of -HALT  a to the join of -A ,  A, and 
a sparse set. We run a version of the algorithm given in Proposition 2.10 
for each of these proposed "reductions." A "yes" answer is always correct 
since the algorithm of Proposition 2.10 answers "yes" iff it has found an 
accepting computation. A "no" answer from f 's  algorithm is correct. It 
follows that if we run all these algorithms, then (x, O" )cA '  iff a "yes" is 
received from at least one of them. 
Examine the proof of Proposition 2.10. Using the given reduction, labels 
are computed and used to shorten the search of the computation history 
tree of (x, O"). Notice that we did not need a full reduction, but only a 
reduction for those members of -HALT  A corresponding to nodes 
examined uring the search (i.e., the "relevant" part of HALTA). 
Now let B be sparse with census function c bounded by polynomial p. 
Following Mahaney (1980), we describe a machine M accepting a pseudo- 
complement of B. Inputs to M are strings of the form (x, y, O"); x is a 
proposed member of -B ,  y is a guess at the census c(n). M accepts z iff 
z= (x, y, O"), where Ix[ <<.n, Num(y)<.p(n), and M is able to guess 
Num(y) many distinct strings of length at most n none of whom is x, and 
verify that they are members of B. Intuitively, for the correct guess of 
Num(y), M "accepts" -B .  That is, (x, St(Num(c(n))), O") is accepted by 
M iff Ix1 <~n and xe  --B. 
Suppose that L is the language accepted by M, P L ~m A • B via g, and 
_HALT  A .<e -A  @ --B via h. Let (x, O") be given. Compute an upper "~m 
bound, m, for the lengths of labels of nodes in the computation history tree. 
If we knew the census c(m), then we could obtain a "reduction" of (the 
"relevant" part of) --HALT A to -A•  (AGB)  through g, h, and e(rn). 
Instead, we run the algorithm of Proposition 2.10 for each possible census 
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0,..., p(m). If there is an accepting computation, then it will be found when 
we have guessed c(m). Otherwise, after exhausting all the searches, we 
know that (x, O n) is not in A'. 
(2) Suppose A '-<p-.~.~AOB via f Let t(x)=max{O, ]x ] - I f (x ) ]}  
and define C= { ( f (x ) ,  Ot(X)):f(x)= 1-u and ueB}. To verify that z is in 
C, guess an x whose length is less than the length of z, and check that z = 
( f (x) ,  O'(X)), that x is a member of A', and that f (x )= l -u  for some u. 
Thus Ce NP A. It is easy to see that A' ~<~ A • C. Q.E.D. 
Corresponding to Corollary 2.12, we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For any A, 
(a) if B+NP ~ is sparse, then (BOA) '<~A';  
(b) if B~NP ~ is co-sparse, then (BOA)'<~vA , 
Proof (a) The idea is similar to that of Lemma 2.11. To determine if
(x, O ' )~(BOA) ' ,  we construct a table for the relevant positive infor- 
mation about B. Since B is sparse, such a table is polynomially bounded. 
We then ask A' about (y,  x, Oe),  where y codes a simulation machine 
using the table instead of the B part of the oracle, and p reflects the time 
necessary to carry out the simulation. Constructing the table will require 
an oracle for A'. 
Suppose that B is accepted by NOTM A running in t imer  We sketch the 
procedure by which the table is obtained. Ask the A' oracle whether there 
is an input of length less than or equal to n and a computation verifying its 
acceptance by NOTMzA If not, then the table is known. Otherwise, use a 
binary search to find the first such input. Then ask if there is a different 
input and accepting computation, etc. In this way, we obtain the table. 
(b) Given (x, On), we would like to construct a table for the 
relevant portion of -B  and proceed as in (a). What we actually do is use 
another method of determining membership in (BOA)'. Define 
ACCEPT= {(t, O" ) :  for some w, t is an accepting computation of 
NOTM~ eA of at most m steps}. 
Define EXTEND={(t ,  om): t has an extension s with (S, Om)~ 
ACCEPT}. EXTEND~NP ~eA and to determine whether (x ,O ' )~ 
(B • A)', we determine whether (Io, 0" )  ~ EXTEND, where I o is the initial 
ID for NOTMx on input x. Again, we would like to construct a table for 
the relevant portion of -B .  What we do instead is to construct as much of 
-B  as is needed. We modify a construction i  (Long, 1982). 
Clearly, ACCEPT ~< ~ B • A, so ACCEPT ~< ~. - B • A. Suppose that 
KACCEPT = M -B e A, where M is some deterministic oracle machine running 
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in polynomial time. Define ACCEPT,, = { (t, 0 m ) ~ ACCEPT }. We define 
a set OK by 
(v, Ore) ~OK iff for every (t, om), 
if t has at most m steps, then M'CA(t, Ore)=0 iff t is an accepting com- 
putation. 
Note that (v, om)~OK iff M can recognize ACCEPT,, using v as an 
approximation to -B .  Since B <e A', OK e Hi °,A, so that -OK e Z f  ,A. We 
describe a procedure, QUERY, polynomial in A' which on input 
(v, 0 m ) ~ -OK  with v ___ -B  produces a set of strings queried by M which 
are not in v. 
Let Mo be a machine which accepts -OK in the obvious way, that is, 
on input (v, 0 m), Mo guesses a t and verifies that (v, 0 m) is in -OK.  
QUERY operates as follows: given an input (v, om), ask whether it is a 
member of -OK.  If it is, then use a binary search to find an accepting 
computation for M0. Using this computation, output the set of strings 
queried by M which are not in v. 
We describe a procedure, FIND, computing a portion of -B .  The idea 
is to produce, given input O m, a portion T of -B  such that when M is 
recognizing ACCEPTm, then any queries to elements of -B  are actually 
queries about elements of T. On input O m FIND acts as follows: 
SET T = ~b; 
WHILE (T, 0 m) ~ -OK  DO 
compute, using QUERY, a set of strings queried by M, and add 
to T any of those strings that correspond to members of -B ;  
OUTPUT T. 
That the procedure is polynomial using an oracle for A' and produces a
subset of -B  is straightforward and relies on the fact that the cardinality 
of T increases with each iteration of the loop. 
EXTEND eNP Acc~Px (say via machine N running in time f) ,  so 
EXTEND ~NP BeA (say via NOTMy BeA running in time g which queries 
only those elements queried by M when recognizing the part of ACCEPT 
queried by N). Thus to determine if (x, 0" )~ (BOA)' ,  we ask A' about 
(u, (Io, 0") ,  og(Kl°'°°~l)+J), where Io is the initial ID for NOTMx on 
input x, u is a machine simulating the machine coded by y but using the 
table constructed from FIND(O f(l<l°'°'>l)), and j reflects the time necessary 
for the simulation. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.3. For any A and B, if B~NP A is (co-)sparse and 
A' <~r A (~ B, then A~'A = A~ 'A. 
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Proof By the proposition, (A@nV.<e~'ul ..~v... By monotonicity, A"~< P
A r - -PA  tt (A@B)' .  We conclude that .~ =:~.~ . The result now follows from 
Corollary 3.2. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.4. For any A, if NPA-P n contains a (co-)sparse set, then there 
exists a B ~ NP A with A <P B <e r A' and B' -~  A'. 
Proof Suppose that C e NPA-P A is sparse (the case for co-sparse C is 
similar). Using the techniques of Ladner (1975), construct a subset Co of C 
with Co -.-z m ~ P C and A < ~ Co • A < ~ A'. Then Co is sparse and Co ~ NP A. We 
take B=CoGA.  B'~<e TA' by the proposition and A'~<f-B' by 
monotonicity. We conclude that B'---f. A'. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 5.5. For any A, 
(a) a polynomial Turing degree fl is an NPA degree if there exists a 
B e fl with B E NPA; 
(b) if a is the polynomial Turing degree of A, then an NP A degree fl 
is called low if fl <~'  and f l ' -~ ' .  
Mehlhorn (1976) shows that if a and fl are any two polynomial Turing 
degrees with ~ <~ fl, then we may embed any countable partial order into 
the degrees between ~ and ft. Ambos-Spies (1984) shows that any countable 
distributive lattice can be so embedded. It follows immediately that if 
NPA-P A contains a (co-)sparse set, then any countable partial order or 
countable distributive lattice can be embedded into the low NP A degrees. 
6. FINAL COMMENTS 
We have considered the complexity theoretic version of the ordinary 
recursion theoretic jump operation. Analogues of many of the elementary 
results concerning the recursion theoretic jump have been discussed and 
the jump has been used to provide relativizations of previous results con- 
cerning the existence of various types of (co-)sparse sets. 
In closing, we mention several areas for further investigation: 
(1) The recursion theoretic jump satisfies a certain "completeness" 
property. Namely, that for any B with ~b °j ~< r B, there exists a set A with 
A°J=-TB. Does the corresponding property hold for the complexity 
theoretic jump? 
(2) Can we characterize those sets jumping exactly n times? Is the 
collection of such sets comeager? 
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(3) Yao (1985) announces the existence of sets jumping co times. Is 
the collection of such sets comeager? 
A positive answer would allow us to strengthen the conclusions of 
Corollaries 4.5, and 4.11. 
(4) Can we weaken the hypothesis of Theorem 4.8 to the assumption 
that (A: A jumps n times} is comeager? 
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